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The production of opposite-charge W-boson pairs in proton–proton collisions at
√
s =
13 TeV is measured using data corresponding to 3.16 fb−1 of integrated luminosity collected
by the ATLAS detector at the CERN Large Hadron Collider in 2015. Candidate W-boson
pairs are selected by identifying their leptonic decays into an electron, a muon and neut-
rinos. Events with reconstructed jets are not included in the candidate event sample. The
cross-section measurement is performed in a fiducial phase space close to the experimental
acceptance and is compared to theoretical predictions. Agreement is found between the
measurement and the most accurate calculations available.
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The measurement of the production properties of opposite-charge W-boson pairs (denoted by WW in this
Letter) is an important test of the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics. This process is sensitive to the
strong interaction between quarks and gluons and probes the electroweak gauge structure of the SM.
Measurements of WW production were first conducted at LEP [1] using electron–positron collisions.
Measurements in hadron collisions were first carried out at the Tevatron by the CDF [2, 3] and DØ [4]
Collaborations. At the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the WW production cross sections have been meas-
ured in proton–proton collisions for centre-of-mass energies of
√
s = 7 TeV and
√
s = 8 TeV by the
ATLAS [5, 6] and CMS [7, 8] Collaborations. In order to match the experimental precision and address
discrepancies between data and theory reported in some of the 8 TeV results, significant progress has
been made in theoretical calculations to include higher-order corrections in perturbative Quantum Chro-
modynamics (pQCD) [9–14]. The WW signal is composed of three leading sub-processes: qq¯ → WW
production1 (in the t- and s-channels), non-resonant gg→ WW production, and resonant gg→ H → WW
production (with both gg-initiated processes occurring through a quark loop). These sub-processes are
known theoretically at different orders in the strong coupling constant αs.
This Letter describes a measurement of WW production in proton–proton collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV with
the ATLAS detector using the data collected during the 2015 run. The cross section is measured within a
phase space close to the geometric and kinematic acceptance of the experimental analysis, i.e. a fiducial
phase space, in the WW → e±νµ∓ν (denoted in the following by WW → eµ) decay channel. In addition,
the ratio of cross sections at 13 TeV and 8 TeV centre-of-mass energies in the respective fiducial phase
spaces is presented. Both measurements are compared to the latest theoretical predictions.
2 The ATLAS detector
The ATLAS detector [15, 16] is a multi-purpose particle detector with a cylindrical geometry.2 It consists
of layers of inner tracking detectors surrounded by a superconducting solenoid, calorimeters, and a muon
spectrometer. The inner detector (ID) is situated inside a 2 T magnetic field generated by the solenoid and
provides precision tracking for charged particles with pseudorapidity |η| < 2.5. The calorimeter covers
the pseudorapidity range |η| < 4.9. Within |η| < 2.47 the finely segmented electromagnetic calorimeter
identifies electromagnetic showers and measures their energy and position, providing electron identific-
ation together with the ID. The muon spectrometer (MS) surrounds the calorimeters and includes three
large air-core toroidal superconducting magnets with eight coils each, providing muon identification and
measurement in the region |η| < 2.7 and triggering in the region |η| < 2.4. A two-level trigger system
is used to select events in real time. It consists of a hardware-based first-level trigger and a software-
based high-level trigger. The latter uses reconstruction software with algorithms similar to the offline
versions.
1 In this Letter, the notation qq¯→ WW is used to include both the qq¯ and qg initial states for WW production.
2 The ATLAS experiment uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal pp interaction point at the centre
of the detector. The positive x-axis is defined by the direction from the interaction point towards the centre of the LHC ring,
with the positive y-axis pointing upwards, while the beam direction is along the z-axis. Cylindrical coordinates (r, φ ) are
used in the transverse (x, y) plane, φ being the azimuthal angle around the beam direction. The pseudorapidity is defined in
terms of the polar angle θ from the z-axis as η = − ln[tan(θ/2)]. The distance in η–φ space between two objects is defined as
∆R ≡ √(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2. Transverse energy is computed as ET = E · sin θ.
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3 Data and Monte Carlo samples
The analysis is based on data collected with the ATLAS detector during the 2015 data-taking period.
Events with pp collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV and all relevant detector components functional have been
used. This data sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity of L = 3.16 fb−1.
Monte Carlo (MC) event generators are used to model signal and background processes. The WW, WZ,
and ZZ diboson processes (where Z stands for Z/γ∗) with qq¯ initial states are simulated at next-to-leading
order (NLO) in pQCD with the POWHEG-BOX v2 event generator [17–21] using the CT10 NLO [22] parton
distribution functions (PDFs). For the modelling of the parton shower and non-perturbative effects such
as fragmentation and the underlying event, POWHEG-BOX v2 is interfaced to PYTHIA v8.210 [23] with the
AZNLO [24] set of tuned parameters and the CTEQ6L1 [25] PDF. The invariant mass of the leptons origin-
ating from the Z boson or photon in the ZZ and WZ samples is required to satisfy m`` > 7 GeV. A sample
of WZ events generated with SHERPA v2.1.1 [26] with m`` > 0.45 GeV is used to study systematic uncer-
tainties. The cross sections given by the event generator are at NLO in QCD while the WW, WZ and ZZ
samples are normalised using their respective inclusive next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) predicted
cross sections [9, 27–29]. The configuration of the POWHEG-BOX v2 event generator, as described above,
reproduces the distribution predicted by NNLO calculations matched to resummation calculations up to
next-to-next-to-leading logarithm (NNLL) [9, 10] for the transverse momentum of the WW system (pWWT )
in the range relevant to this analysis, so no further steps are taken to explicitly include resummation ef-
fects in the WW signal samples. The resonant gg → H → WW signal contribution is simulated with the
POWHEG-BOX v2 event generator [30] and normalised using the inclusive next-to-next-to-next-to-leading
order (N3LO) predicted cross section [31]. The non-resonant gg → WW signal contribution is modelled
with SHERPA v2.1.1 at leading order (LO) using OpenLoops with up to one additional parton in the final
state [32] and normalised using the inclusive NLO predicted cross section [33].
The Z(→ ee/µµ/ττ)+jets production processes are simulated with the Madgraph5_aMC@NLO v2.2.2
[34] event generator interfaced to Pythia v8.186. The matrix elements for Z production with up to
four associated partons are calculated at LO and the NNPDF2.3 LO PDF set [35] is used. The PHOTOS++
program version 3.52 [36] is used for QED emissions from electroweak vertices and charged leptons.
Alternative samples of Z(→ ττ)+jets are produced with different MC event generators for the estimation
of systematic uncertainties in the modelling: POWHEG-BOX v2 with NLO matrix elements interfaced to
PYTHIA v8.210, and SHERPA v2.2.0 with NLO matrix-element accuracy up to two associated partons
and with LO accuracy for three and four associated partons. The Z+jets events are normalised using the
NNLO Z production cross section [37].
The SHERPA v2.1.1 event generator is used to model the Wγ and Zγ processes with LO matrix element
calculations for events with up to 3 partons in the final state matched to parton shower, using the CT10
NLO PDF set and with the γ transverse momentum greater than 10 GeV.
The POWHEG-BOX v2 event generator [38, 39] with the CT10 NLO PDF is used for the generation of
tt¯ and single top quarks in the Wt channel. Parton shower, fragmentation, and the underlying event
are simulated using PYTHIA v6.428 [40] with the CTEQ6L1 PDF and the Perugia 2012 [41] set of
parameters. The top-quark mass is set to 172.5 GeV. Alternative samples are generated with different
settings to assess the uncertainty in modelling top-quark events. For estimating the effect of parton shower
and hadronisation modelling an alternative sample is generated with the POWHEG-BOX v2 event generator
interfaced to HERWIG++ [42]. A comparison between this sample and a different one produced with
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Madgraph5_aMC@NLO interfaced to HERWIG++ is used to estimate the uncertainty associated to the matrix-
element implementation and the matching to the parton showers. Separate alternative samples are also
generated with POWHEG-BOX v2 interfaced to PYTHIA v6.428 with extra jet radiation emitted in the
matrix element and in the parton shower. In addition, the modelling of the overlap at NLO between Wt
and tt¯ diagrams [43] is studied. The effect is assessed by generating Wt events with different schemes
for overlap removal using the POWHEG-BOX v2 event generator interfaced to PYTHIA v6.428 for the
simulation of parton showering and non-perturbative effects. These samples are simulated following the
recommendations documented in Ref. [44]. The tt¯ samples are normalised using the NNLO+NNLL
soft-gluon resummation prediction [45], while the Wt samples are normalised using the NLO+NNLL
prediction [46].
The EvtGen v1.2.0 [47] program is used for the properties of the bottom and charm hadron decays
in all samples generated using the POWHEG-BOX v2 and Madgraph5_aMC@NLO v2.2.2 programs. The
generated samples are passed through a simulation of the ATLAS detector based on GEANT4 [48, 49].
They are overlaid with additional proton–proton interactions (pile-up) generated with PYTHIA v8.210
and the distribution of the average number of interactions per bunch crossing is reweighted to agree with
the corresponding data distribution. The simulated events are reconstructed and analysed with the same
algorithms as the data and are corrected with data-driven correction factors to account for differences
between data and simulation in lepton and jet reconstruction and identification.
4 Event reconstruction and selection
The WW event candidates are selected by requiring exactly one electron and one muon of opposite charge
in the event, and significant missing transverse momentum, as described below. Events with a same-
flavour lepton pair are not used because they have larger background from the Drell–Yan process.
Candidate events are preselected by either a single-muon or single-electron trigger requiring transverse
momentum pT > 20 or 24 GeV respectively. The efficiency of the trigger for selecting WW events is
approximately 99% for events that pass the offline selection.
Leptons are required to originate from the primary vertex, defined as the reconstructed vertex with the
largest sum of the p2T of the associated tracks. The longitudinal impact parameter of each lepton track,
defined as the distance along the beam line between the track and the point of closest approach of the
track to the primary vertex, multiplied by the sine of the track θ angle, is required to be less than 0.5 mm.
Furthermore, the significance of the transverse impact parameter calculated with respect to the beam line,
|d0/σd0 |, is required to be less than 3.0 (5.0) for muons (electrons).
Electron candidates are reconstructed from the combination of a cluster of energy deposits in the elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter and a track in the ID [50]. Candidate electrons must satisfy the Tight quality
definition described in Ref. [50]. Muon candidates are reconstructed by combining a track in the ID with
a track in the MS [51]. The Medium criterion, as defined in Ref. [51], is applied to the combined tracks.
The leptons are required to be isolated using information from ID tracks and calorimeter energy clusters
in a cone around the lepton. The expected isolation efficiency for prompt leptons is at least 90% (99%) at
a pT of 25 (60) GeV using a so-called gradient working point [50, 51].
Jet candidates are reconstructed within the calorimeter acceptance using the anti-kt jet clustering al-
gorithm [52] with a radius parameter of R = 0.4 which combines clusters of topologically-connected
calorimeter cells [53]. The jet energy is calibrated by applying a pT- and η-dependent correction derived
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from MC simulation with additional corrections based on data [54]. As part of the jet energy calibration
a pile-up correction based on the concept of jet area is applied to the jet candidates [55]. The jet-vertex-
tagger (JVT) technique [56] is used to separate hard-scatter jets from pile-up jets within the acceptance
of the tracking detector by requiring a significant fraction of the jet’s summed track pT to come from
tracks associated with the primary vertex. A jet-vertex-tagger requirement of JVT > 0.64 for jets with
pT < 50 GeV and |η| < 2.4 is applied. This requirement has an efficiency that increases with the jet pT
and is between 87% and 98% for selecting hard-scatter jets with pT in the range 20–50 GeV. Candidate
jets are discarded if they lie within a cone of size ∆R = 0.2 around an electron or, for jets with less than
three associated tracks, around a muon candidate. If a jet with three or more associated tracks lies within
∆R < 0.4 of a muon, or 0.2 < ∆R < 0.4 of an electron, the corresponding lepton candidate is discarded.
Within the ID acceptance, jets originating from the fragmentation of b-hadrons (b-jets) are identified us-
ing a multivariate algorithm [57, 58]. The chosen operating point has an efficiency of 85% for selecting
jets containing b-hadrons and a rejection factor of 28 for light-quark jets, as estimated in a sample of
simulated tt¯ events and validated with data.
The missing transverse momentum is computed as the negative of the vectorial sum of the transverse
momenta of the reconstructed objects selected in the analysis (i.e. electrons, muons, and jets), and a
soft term based on the tracks associated with the primary vertex but not with the hard objects explicitly
used in the missing transverse momentum computation [59]. The magnitude of the missing transverse
momentum is denoted by EmissT in the following. The jet selection in the E
miss
T computation is chosen to
provide a compromise between good resolution and scale, with the requirement of pT > 20 GeV for all
jets, and an additional JVT > 0.64 requirement for jets in the region of |η| < 2.4. In Drell–Yan production
of τ-lepton pairs with subsequent decay to an e–µ pair, the direction of the missing transverse momentum
tends to align with a final-state lepton. To suppress this contamination a requirement is imposed on the
missing transverse momentum component perpendicular to the direction in the r–φ plane of the lepton
closest to the missing transverse momentum direction, as defined in Ref. [6]. This variable is denoted in
the following by EmissT, Rel. In addition, a more pile-up-robust track-based missing transverse momentum
variable of magnitude pmissT is computed within the ID acceptance [59], using only ID tracks associated
with the primary vertex.
The signal region (SR) in which the measurement is performed is defined as follows. Candidate WW
events are required to have one electron and one muon, each with pT > 25 GeV, of opposite charge. The
electron is required to be in the region |η| < 2.47, excluding the transition region between the barrel and
endcap calorimeters. For the muon, |η| < 2.4 is required. To reduce the background from other diboson
processes, the events are required to have no additional electron or muon with pT > 10 GeV. To suppress
the background contribution from top quarks, events are required to have no jets with pT > 25 (30) GeV
in |η| < 2.5 (4.5), and no b-jets with pT > 20 GeV. In addition, the requirements EmissT, Rel > 15 GeV,
pmissT > 20 GeV, and the invariant mass of the lepton pair meµ > 10 GeV suppress Drell–Yan background
contributions. The lepton, jet, and event selection criteria are summarised in Table 1.
5 Background estimation
After applying the event selection requirements described in Section 4, the dominant background in the
WW candidate sample is top-quark (tt¯ and single top) production with neither jet nor b-jet above the veto
thresholds within the acceptance. Drell–Yan production of a τ-lepton pair that decays leptonically can
also give rise to the eµ final state. Multi-jet production with two jets misidentified as leptons, or W+jets
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Selection requirement Selection value
p`T > 25 GeV
η` |ηe| < 2.47 (excluding 1.37 < |ηe| < 1.52),
|ηµ| < 2.4
Lepton identification Tight (electron), Medium (muon)
Lepton isolation Gradient working point
Number of additional leptons (pT > 10 GeV) 0
meµ > 10 GeV
Number of jets with pT >25(30) GeV, |η| <2.5(4.5) 0
Number of b-tagged jets ( pT > 20 GeV, 85% op. point) 0
EmissT, Rel > 15 GeV
pmissT > 20 GeV
Table 1: Lepton, jet, and event selection criteria for WW candidate events. In the table ` stands for e or µ. The
definitions of identification and isolation are given in Refs. [50] and [51].
production with leptonic W decay and a jet misidentified as a lepton (collectively referred to as W+jets
background below) can be mistakenly accepted as candidate events. This background category includes
events where an electron or a muon is produced from a semileptonic decay of a bottom or charm hadron
and WW events where one W decays leptonically and the other hadronically. Other diboson (WZ, ZZ,
Wγ and Zγ) production contributes a smaller background. Minor background processes are modelled
with MC simulations, while data-driven methods are used to determine the dominant backgrounds and
backgrounds with a misidentified lepton. The normalisations of top-quark and Drell–Yan backgrounds are
determined from dedicated control regions after a simultaneous fit, described in detail in Section 8. The
phase spaces of top-quark and Drell–Yan control regions are chosen to be close to the one of the signal
region. Modelling uncertainties for each of the backgrounds, discussed here, as well as the systematic
and statistical uncertainties given in Section 8, are included as nuisance parameters in the fit.
The top-quark background control region is defined by requiring one jet with pT > 25 GeV and at least one
b-jet with pT > 20 GeV in the ID acceptance region of |η| < 2.5, in an event sample selected with the same
lepton criteria as the signal region and no requirement on EmissT, Rel. This control region has an estimated
top purity of 93%. The top-quark background, comprising tt¯ and Wt contributions, is normalised to data
in this control region and both the detector and modelling uncertainties affect the extrapolation of tt¯ and
Wt from the control region to the signal region. These include tt¯ (Wt) cross section uncertainties of 6%
(10%) as well as the modelling of the parton shower and initial-state jet radiation. For the tt¯ process
the uncertainties also include the choice of MC matrix-element generator, while for the Wt process they
include the modelling of the overlap and interference at NLO between Wt and tt¯ diagrams estimated by
comparing the nominal Wt MC sample with an alternative sample generated with a different scheme for
overlap removal. The uncertainties in modelling the tt¯ and Wt processes are estimated by comparing the
results from the different MC samples presented in Section 3.
The event characteristics of eµ final states from Drell–Yan production of τ-lepton pairs include an eµ
invariant mass below the Z mass, and lower EmissT . In the Drell–Yan background control region, the
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eµ invariant mass is required to be 45 < meµ < 80 GeV, and either or both of the EmissT, Rel and p
miss
T
requirements are reversed to make the sample orthogonal to that in the signal region while all other
selection requirements remain the same. The Drell–Yan control region has a purity of about 95%, and the
Drell–Yan modelling uncertainties are taken into account by comparing different MC event generators, as
discussed in Section 3.
Determining the background from W+jets production requires good knowledge of the lepton misiden-
tification rate, which is best derived from data. The yield from W+jets production is estimated using
data event samples that are selected with different lepton selection criteria: a loose lepton identification
criterion is defined, leptons are selected using either the loose or the default (as used in the signal region)
lepton identification criteria, and events are classified according to whether the leptons, that all satisfy the
loose criteria, satisfy or not the default identification criteria. With the introduction of the efficiencies of
the default lepton identification relative to the loose lepton identification for both real and misidentified
leptons, a system of four equations can be solved to estimate the number of events meeting the default
lepton identification criteria. This follows the same procedure as that described in Ref. [6]. For elec-
trons, the loose identification corresponds to the medium criterion defined in Ref. [50] without isolation
requirements. For muons, the loose identification is the same as the default one, except that the isolation
requirement is omitted. The efficiencies for jet misidentification are determined for electrons and muons
separately as a function of the lepton pT and are cross-checked with a two-dimensional parameterisation
in the lepton pT and η. These efficiencies are measured using data in a control region with one lepton, at
least one jet and requirements on the lepton-EmissT transverse mass and E
miss
T to suppress the prompt-lepton
contribution from W+jet production. The remaining W+jets contribution in the selected control sample
is subtracted using the MC prediction. The efficiencies for real leptons are determined from WW MC
simulations with correction factors obtained by comparing Z → `` events in data and MC simulation.
The systematic uncertainties for lepton misidentification include variations of the control region defini-
tion, the cross section uncertainties used for the subtraction of the contributions from real leptons, and
the method bias (non-closure), which is estimated by comparing the prediction for the W+jet background
contribution from MC simulation with the result of the experimental method applied to the same MC
sample.
The estimate of the diboson background from WZ, ZZ, Wγ and Zγ processes is based on MC simulation.
The diboson background uncertainty is estimated by comparing the yields of the dominant process, WZ,
predicted by two different event generators, SHERPA and POWHEG-BOX, for which a difference of 30% is
observed. Such uncertainty is then applied to the whole diboson contribution.
The observed numbers of events in the signal region, and the top-quark and Drell–Yan control regions,
are shown later in Table 3.
6 Fiducial cross-section definition
The WW cross section is evaluated in the fiducial phase space of the eµ decay channel. The fiducial phase
space is defined in Table 2 as selection criteria for MC events with no detector simulation. Electrons and
muons are required at particle level to stem from one of the W bosons produced in the hard scatter and
their respective momenta after QED final-state radiation are vectorially added to the momenta of photons
emitted in a cone of size ∆R = 0.1 around the lepton direction. Final-state particles with lifetime greater
than 30 ps are clustered into jets (referred to as particle-level jets) using the same algorithm as for detector-
level jets, i.e. with the anti-kt algorithm with radius parameter R = 0.4. The selected charged leptons and
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neutrinos from W-boson decays are not included in the jet clustering. The fiducial phase space at particle
level does not make any requirement on b-quark jets. The missing transverse momentum is defined at
particle level as the transverse component of the vectorial sum of the neutrino momenta. In Table 2, the
missing transverse momentum magnitude is denoted as EmissT , while its component perpendicular to the
closest lepton in the r–φ plane is denoted as EmissT, Rel.
The fiducial cross section is defined as
σfidWW→eµ =
Nobs − Nbkg
C × L , (1)
whereL is the integrated luminosity, Nobs is the observed number of events, Nbkg is the estimated number
of background events and C is a factor that accounts for detector inefficiencies and contributions from
τ-lepton decays. The factor C is estimated in simulation as the ratio of the number of signal events with
one electron and one muon (including those from τ decays) passing the selection requirements at detector
level listed in Section 4 to those passing the fiducial selection (excluding W → τν decays) at particle
level. Therefore C implicitly corrects for the contribution of W → τν decays, which is estimated in MC
simulations to be 8%, based on their acceptance relative to the signal WW → eµ channel and the relative
branching fractions from the MC simulation.
Fiducial selection requirement Cut value
p`T > 25 GeV|η`| < 2.5
meµ > 10 GeV
Number of jets with pT > 25(30) GeV, |η| < 2.5(4.5) 0
EmissT, Rel > 15 GeV
EmissT > 20 GeV
Table 2: Definition of the WW → eµ fiducial phase space, where ` = e or µ.
7 Systematic uncertainties
Systematic uncertainties in the WW cross-section measurement in the fiducial phase space arise from the
reconstruction of leptons and jets, the background determination, pile-up and luminosity uncertainties,
and the procedures used to correct for detector effects.
The uncertainty in the C factor in Eq. (1) is dominated by experimental sources. Uncertainties in the
lepton and jet reconstruction affect the signal acceptance in the fiducial phase space. The effects are es-
timated by varying the energy or momentum scale and the resolution of leptons and jets, and the correction
factors for the trigger, reconstruction, identification and isolation efficiencies, within their uncertainties
estimated in dedicated data analyses [50, 51, 54]. Uncertainties in the EmissT reconstruction and b-tagging
are also taken into account based on the studies in Ref. [59] and Ref. [57] respectively. The impact of the
hard-object uncertainties in the EmissT is estimated by individually varying each of their associated uncer-
tainties and recalculating EmissT for each variation. In addition, uncertainties in the scale and resolution of
the EmissT soft term are estimated using data as discussed in Refs. [59] and [60].
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The full set of detector-related uncertainties is taken into account in the background estimation. The
statistical uncertainties stemming from the size of the MC samples used for the background estimates
and from the size of the data samples used for data-driven estimations in the control regions are also
considered as systematic uncertainties. The uncertainties due to the modelling of background processes
in the signal and control regions are estimated by comparing different event generators, as discussed in
Sections 3 and 5.
The MC samples are reweighted to reproduce the distributions in data of the average number of interac-
tions per bunch crossing, and additionally the number of reconstructed primary vertices per event. The
uncertainty due to pile-up is estimated as the difference between the two. An uncertainty of 2.1% in the
integrated luminosity affects the cross-section measurement and the MC-based estimate of backgrounds.
It is determined following the same methodology as that detailed in Ref. [61] based on a calibration of
the luminosity scale using x–y beam-separation scans performed in August 2015. The beam energy un-
certainty of 0.66% (from Ref. [62]) gives a 1.7% uncertainty in the theoretical cross section, which is not
accounted for in the predictions quoted in this Letter.
Uncertainties in the C factor due to theoretical sources are also included. The uncertainties associated
with PDFs are taken as the largest of either the CT10 NLO eigenvector uncertainty band at 68% confidence
level, or the difference among the central values of CT10 NLO, MSTW2008nlo [63] and NNPDF3.0 [64]
PDFs. The uncertainty associated with higher-order QCD corrections is estimated by varying renor-
malisation (µR) and factorisation (µF) scales independently by factors of 2 and 0.5 with the constraint
0.5 ≤ µF/µR ≤ 2. The effects of parton shower, hadronisation and underlying event models (referred to
here as parton shower for simplicity) are accounted for by comparing the default MC prediction for WW
production, which uses PYTHIA v8.210 for modelling of these effects, with the prediction obtained with
the models implemented in HERWIG++.
A full list of systematic uncertainties and their impact on the cross-section measurement is given in Table
4.
8 The fiducial cross-section measurement
The fiducial cross section σfidWW→eµ is extracted by minimising a negative log-likelihood function, based
on observed and expected numbers of events in the signal region, as defined by the signal event selection,
and in the top-quark and Drell–Yan control regions, as defined in Section 5. The likelihood consists of
a product of Poisson probability density functions for the orthogonal regions. This procedure allows a
simultaneous measurement of the signal process cross section and of the contributions from the top-quark
and Drell–Yan processes. Systematic uncertainties are taken into account as constrained nuisance para-
meters in the log-likelihood function. The methodology accounts for uncertainties and their correlations
across signal and background processes. It is found that the Drell–Yan and top-quark processes need to be
scaled relative to their MC predictions by 1.03±0.03 and 0.875±0.035 respectively to match the observed
data yields in the corresponding control regions. The uncertainties of the quoted scale factors are driven
by the data statistics in the respective control regions and do not include modelling uncertainties on the
respective processes. The number of events observed in data and the estimated numbers of signal and
background events together with their total uncertainties are reported in Table 3. The correction factor
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Process Signal region Top-quark Drell–Yan
control region control region
WW signal 997± 69 49± 12 75.3± 5.4
Drell–Yan 62± 23 49± 29 1568± 45
tt¯+single top 177± 33 2057± 81 3.5± 1.6
W+jets/multi-jet 78± 41 70± 55 0± 17
Other dibosons 38± 12 6.3± 3.5 19.2± 6.1
Total 1351± 37 2232± 47 1666± 41
Data 1351 2232 1666
Table 3: Observed number of events in data and estimated numbers of events from signal and background processes
in the signal and control regions. The numbers of events from signal and background processes are the result of the
simultaneous fit, i.e. are constrained to match the data in the signal and control regions. The quoted uncertainties
account for statistical and systematic components on the number of events for each process and do not include the
uncertainties in the C factor. The correlations among processes for common systematic uncertainties are accounted
for in the total uncertainties.
C is calculated to be 0.60 ± 0.04, where the uncertainty accounts for the systematic effects discussed in
Section 7. The measured signal cross section is
σfidWW→eµ = 529 ± 20 (stat.) ± 50 (syst.) ± 11 (lumi.) fb.
The total uncertainty is dominated by systematic sources, as described in Section 7, of which the largest
contribution originates from the experimental jet selection and calibration. The correlations of the fit
parameters in the signal and control regions are taken into account in the computation of the total un-
certainties. The contributions to the relative uncertainty in the fiducial cross-section measurement are
summarised in Table 4. Figure 1 shows distributions of kinematic variables from data events in the signal
region in comparison with the signal and background contributions estimated from the simultaneous fit
to signal and control regions.
9 Theoretical predictions and ratio to the 8 TeV measurement
Theoretical predictions are calculated in the total phase space (σtotWW) and include the qq¯→ WW, the non-
resonant gg → WW, and the resonant gg → H → WW sub-processes. The qq¯ → WW production cross
section is known to O(α2s ) (NNLO) [9, 13], the non-resonant gg sub-process is known to O(α3s ) [33], and
the resonant gg → H → WW cross section is calculated to O(α5s ) [65] taking into account the H → WW
branching fraction [66]. The sum of these sub-processes is denoted by nNNLO+H in the following. In
its calculation, the interference between the three sub-processes is neglected. At the given orders of αs
listed above, the qq¯ → WW process does not interfere with either of the gg-induced processes and the
interference between the gg-induced processes has little contribution to the cross section in the measured
phase space. As in the 8 TeV cross-section measurement, possible contributions from double parton
interactions are not considered as their contribution is expected to be negligible [6].
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Sources of uncertainty Relative uncertainty for σfidWW→eµ









Top-quark background theory 2.4%
Drell–Yan background theory 1.5%
W+jet and multi-jet background 3.8%







Table 4: Breakdown of the relative uncertainties in the fiducial cross-section measurement as a result of the simul-
taneous fit to signal and control regions. “Electron” and “Muon” uncertainties include contributions from trigger,
energy/momentum reconstruction, identification and isolation.
The renormalisation and factorisation scales are set to the W boson mass for the qq¯ and non-resonant
gg processes, and to mH/2 for gg → H → WW. The uncertainties in the qq¯ → WW cross section
are estimated by varying the two scales independently by factors of 0.5 and 2 with the constraint 0.5 ≤
µF/µR ≤ 2, while the uncertainties in the non-resonant and resonant gg cross sections are estimated by
simultaneously varying µR and µF by factors of 0.5 and 2. The uncertainties in gg → WW and gg →
H → WW processes include a 3.2% contribution from PDF uncertainties computed in Ref. [67]. For the
qq¯ → WW process, PDF uncertainties are estimated as the largest of either the CT10 NLO eigenvector
uncertainty band (at 68% confidence level) or the difference among the central values of CT10 NLO,
MSTW2008nlo and NNPDF3.0 PDFs, amounting to 1.8%. The uncertainties associated with the individual
sub-processes are propagated to the σtotWW prediction for the nNNLO+H combination: scale uncertainties
of different processes are added linearly, while PDF uncertainties are considered uncorrelated across
processes. The qq¯ production makes up 87% of the total cross section while the non-resonant and resonant
gg production sub-processes account for 5% and 8% respectively.
For direct comparison to the experimental result, theoretical predictions are also calculated in the same
phase space as the measurement (σfidWW→eµ) for the qq¯ and non-resonant gg processes. A correction of
0.972 ± 0.001 is applied to parton-level calculations for σfidWW→eµ to account for the contribution of non-
perturbative effects due to multi-parton interactions and hadronisation. This correction was calculated by
comparing the particle-level cross section as predicted by the MC simulation with one obtained with a
dedicated event generation where these effects are disabled in PYTHIA v8.210. The uncertainty includes
the MC statistical uncertainty and the systematic component estimated by comparing the above correction
with the one estimated with the non-perturbative model implemented in the HERWIG++ MC event gener-











































































































































































Figure 1: Lepton and dilepton kinematic variables in the signal region. In the figure meµ and p
eµ
T are the invariant
mass and the transverse momentum of the e–µ system respectively, and ∆φ(e, µ) is the azimuthal angle between
the two leptons. Data are shown together with the MC and data-driven predictions for the signal and background
production processes after the fit to the data in the signal and control regions. The last bin in each distribution is
the overflow. In the legend, SM stands for the total contribution of the estimated SM processes and the uncertainty
band includes the MC statistical and systematic uncertainties as a result of the fit.
estimated that electroweak corrections up to NLO reduce the WW cross section by 3–4% in a phase space
close to the one used in this analysis. The qq¯ and non-resonant gg fiducial cross sections are calculated
with the programs presented in Refs. [9, 13] and [33] respectively. For the resonant gg → H → WW
process, no fiducial calculation is available at O(α5s ). Therefore, this fiducial cross section is calculated
by correcting the cross section in the full phase space (σtotWW) by the geometrical and kinematic accept-
ance A as determined using the MC event generator POWHEG-BOX v2 interfaced to PYTHIA v8.210 for
parton showering and non-perturbative effects and the branching ratio (B) for fully leptonic final states,
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pp→ WW sub-process Order of σtotWW A σfidWW→eµ
αs [pb] [%] [fb]
qq¯ [9, 13] O(α2s ) 111.1 ± 2.8 16.20±0.13 422 + 12− 11
gg (non-resonant) [33] O(α3s ) 6.82 + 0.42− 0.55 28.1 + 2.7− 2.3 44.9±7.2
gg→ H → WW [68][30] O(α5s ) tot. / O(α3s ) fid. 10.45 + 0.61− 0.79 4.5 ±0.6 11.0±2.1
qq¯ + gg (non-resonant) +
gg→ H → WW
nNNLO+H 128.4 + 3.5− 3.8 15.87
+ 0.17
− 0.14 478 ±17
Table 5: Theoretical predictions for the WW cross-section sub-processes and their associated uncertainties in the
full phase space (σtotWW ) calculated up to the given order in αs together with the respective acceptance corrections (A)
for the fiducial phase space and the fiducial cross sections (σfidWW→eµ). The resonant gg → H → WW is calculated
up to O(α5s ) for σtotWW and to O(α3s ) for σfidWW→eµ and A. A correction is applied to σfidWW→eµ and A to account for
non-perturbative effects. The quoted uncertainties include scale variations and PDF uncertainties, with the latter
being evaluated at NLO. The scale uncertainties are treated as correlated, whereas PDF uncertainties are treated
as uncorrelated between the qq¯ and the gg-induced processes. The values of the branching ratio of leptonic W-
boson decay used for each sub-process are those reported in their respective References, while for the resonant gg
sub-process B = 0.1083 [69] is used.
B = 0.1083 [69]:
σfidWW→eµ = 2 × σtotWW × A × B2. (2)
In this determination of the gg → H → WW fiducial cross section, uncertainties from PDFs and scale
uncertainties are considered for both A and σtotWW , while parton shower uncertainties are also estimated
for A. The qq¯ and non-resonant gg acceptances are calculated using the ratios of the respective fiducial
cross section to the total cross section. The uncertainties in the A factors for qq¯ and non-resonant gg
processes are estimated following the same methodology as for σtotWW and considering both the scale and
PDF uncertainties as correlated between σfidWW→eµ and σ
tot
WW . The total uncertainty in A in the nNNLO+H
calculation is then determined from the propagation of the A factor uncertainties for the individual sub-
processes. The PDF uncertainties are found to be dominant and to lead to an uncertainty of 2.5% and
3.2% on A for the qq¯ and gg sub-processes respectively.
The theoretical cross-section predictions for each production sub-process and the nNNLO+H combina-
tion in the total and fiducial phase spaces as well as the A factors (corrected for non-perturbative effects)
are given together with their estimated uncertainties in Table 5. Figure 2 shows the comparison of the
nNNLO+H prediction with the measurement presented in the previous section. Figure 2 also reports,
as an alternative prediction, the σtotWW calculation for the nNNLO+H combination corrected by the ac-
ceptance A calculated using the MC event generator POWHEG-BOX v2 + PYTHIA v8.210 for the qq¯ and
resonant gg → H → WW processes, and SHERPA v2.1.1 for the non-resonant gg process. In this cal-
culation the acceptance factor is estimated to be A = (16.4 ± 0.9) % where the uncertainty includes the
parton shower modelling (taken as the difference between PYTHIA v8.210 and HERWIG++ showers), PDF
uncertainty (estimated as the largest difference between the CT10 NLO eigenvector uncertainty band and
the MSTW2008nlo and NNPDF3.0 PDF central values), scale uncertainty associated with the jet veto re-
13
 [fb]µ e→WW fidσ
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ATLAS -1 = 13 TeV, 3.16 fbs
ν
±
µ ν± e→WW 
Fiducial cross section
Figure 2: The measured fiducial cross section at
√
s =13 TeV in comparison with the nNNLO+H prediction in the
fiducial phase space with two different acceptance calculations. The vertical bands around the measurement indicate
the statistical uncertainty (yellow) and the sum in quadrature of statistical, systematic and luminosity uncertainties
(green). The beam energy uncertainty is not taken into account.
quirement estimated as in Ref. [71] and the residual renormalisation and factorisation scale uncertainty
(estimated by varying the two scales independently by factors of 2 and 0.5).
The nNNLO+H prediction agrees within uncertainties with the experimental cross-section measurement
in the fiducial phase space.
The cross section in the full phase space (σtotWW) is determined by extrapolating the measurement in the
fiducial phase space by inverting Eq. (2) and using the acceptance value from the nNNLO+H calculation
as in Table 5: σtotWW = 142± 5 (stat.)± 13 (syst.)± 3 (lumi.) pb. This is in agreement with the nNNLO+H
prediction of 128.4+3.5−3.8 pb.
Using the fiducial cross section measured for WW → eµ production at 8 TeV centre-of-mass energy [6] in
the fiducial phase space detailed in Ref. [6], the ratio of cross sections at the two centre-of-mass energies
of 13 and 8 TeV is:
σfid13 TeV,WW→eµ
σfid8 TeV,WW→eµ
= 1.41 ± 0.06 (stat.) ± 0.16 (syst.) ± 0.04(lumi.).
All uncertainties are treated as uncorrelated between the measurements at the two beam energies: no
attempt is made to exploit the jet energy scale correlations between the two data-taking periods at different
beam energies. The same ratio is calculated for the total cross sections at 13 and 8 TeV and is found to
be 2.00 ± 0.08 (stat.) +0.25−0.24(syst.) ± 0.06(lumi.). Figure 3 shows the measured ratios of cross sections
in the fiducial and total phase spaces and the comparison with their respective nNNLO+H predictions
with scale uncertainties treated as correlated between the two centre-of-mass energies, while the PDF
uncertainties are considered uncorrelated. The predictions for the ratio in the fiducial and total phase
spaces are 1.43±0.05 and 1.98±0.05 respectively, and are in agreement with the experimental results.
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Cross-section ratio (13 TeV / 8 TeV)
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Total cross-section ratio
(13 TeV / 8 TeV)
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Figure 3: Measurements of the ratios of cross sections at the two centre-of-mass energies of 13 and 8 TeV in the
fiducial and total phase spaces. For the 8 TeV cross sections the results from Ref. [6] are used. The measurements
are compared to the nNNLO+H predictions for the ratios of cross sections in the fiducial phase spaces of the
two analyses at 13 and 8 TeV and in the total phase space, with their respective uncertainties. The beam energy
uncertainty is not taken into account.
10 Conclusions
The cross section for production of W+W− pairs in pp collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV is measured in a fiducial
phase space of the eµ final state in which events with reconstructed jets are excluded. The data used in
the analysis correspond to an integrated luminosity of 3.16 fb−1 collected by the ATLAS detector at the
LHC in 2015. The measurement is made in a relatively pure signal region with the contamination from
the dominant background processes estimated using data in dedicated control regions. The measured
cross section is 529 ± 20 (stat.) ± 50 (syst.) ± 11 (lumi.) fb and is found to be consistent with the most
up-to-date SM predictions that include high-order QCD effects. Furthermore, the ratio of the measured
fiducial cross sections at 13 and 8 TeV centre-of-mass energies is compared to the theory predictions with
reduced uncertainties, thanks to their cancellation in the ratio.
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